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LENDING TREE  – When the countdown loop hits zero, an ironic commercial from Lending Tree will play. It’s a 
well known commerical where a man with a plastic smile is talking about all his great stuff: his new car, his grill, his 
lawn mower. At the end he asks the viewer a rhetorical question - “How do I aford it? I’m in debt up to my eyeballs. 
The ironic part of the ad is that Lending Tree is offering ”help” getting out of debt by offering another loan, i.e. more 
debt.

SERVICE HOST - NICK – After the song, the service host will come on stage, welcome everyone, and give 
context for the series and the day. To connect everything together, he’ll say something like, “Welcome to Crossroads. 
Last week we talked about how in the quest for freedom from the bondage of materialism, we’re up against a wall of 
messages  built to drive us to consume more. I don’t know if you caught it, but that commercial was NOT about 
getting you out of debt - it was about getting you into MORE! We’re in this series called Consumed where we’re taking 
at a look at materialism and asking the question is it possible to go from the bondage of the guy on the lawn mower 
to the freedom that comes from giving our things away and being a blessing to others? You know Jesus said a bunch 
of strange things when he was on Earth. He said things like, ”If you want to save your life you’ve got lose it. If you want 
to be first, you’ve got to be last.” And even, if you want to be rich, give it all away? Crazy right?...We’re glad you’re 
here...

INTERVIEW VIDEO - HOWERMANS – The Howermans tell their story of being in $40K of debt and 
beginning to be generous and how they found freedom in that and are now debt free and enthusiatic givers. 

BRIAN TOME– After the Howerman’s story, Brian will come on stage and begin his message. At some point he 
will climb a ladder and pull down the box that’s been on stage all series long labeled, “freedom.” That box will hold 
flyers that will be passed out to everyone. The objective of the flyer is to start people thinking about what freedom 
might look like for them. 

FREEDOM SONG INTO RISE – After the cards are passed out, the band will perform the song ‘Freedom 
Song’ while a video plays of people who are in bondage: Old young, professionals, homeless people. The song and 
imagery are meant to represent the fact that their are people who need freedom, and they may even look like us. As 
the song ends, the band and video will transition into the song ‘Rise” which is a call to action song. Some of the most 
poignant lyrics are “People of love, rise.”

BRIAN TOME– After the performance, Brian will come back on stage.

INTERVIEW VIDEO - JOHN - John’s story is perhaps the most encouraging and the most challenging of any 
of the interviews. He is a man who has lived completely by faith when it come to his finances. At one time, he actually 
gave everything he had away and saw it returned to him 100 fold. He now makes tons of money, but gives most of it 
away. He lives in the beautiful tension of lavish giving and lavish receiving believing that God  loves Him so much that 
He may some day give him something as completely unnecessary as a Ferrari just to tell him that He loves him. John 
makes it clear that he could have long ago bought a Ferarri for himself but finds far more joy in giving his money away. 
John is a man who ‘gets it’ when it comes to the beauty of generosity like few I have ever seen.

BRIAN TOME– After the video Brian will talk about John’s freedom and how crazy and provactive it seems to us, 
but how that’s what we’re all after - we want to  be people of love - people who are receiiving live and giving it away.

RISE– As a response moment, we’ll sing ‘Rise’ together. 

HOST - NICK  After the song, Nick will come on stage and maybe share  a thought of something he’s been 
challenged with or something he’s excited about and give a few announcements.

NOTE: Outline subject to change 


